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Abstract

This first decade of business process reengineering (BPR) is blemished by sporadic success, pathological performance, and inefficiency. Reengineering inefficiency is driven in part by cost and cycle time for process redesign, a process itself that requires deep reengineering knowledge and specialized expertise. However, such knowledge and expertise are not addressed by extant, first-generation redesign tools, so these intellectual activities must be performed manually at present, or provided through expensive BPR consulting services. Knowledge-based systems (KBS) address the requirements for knowledge and expertise directly, and they can augment first-generation tools to reduce redesign cost and cycle time, and hence increase reengineering efficiency. This study employs the methods and tools of reengineering recursively, to redesign the process of process redesign itself. Using measurement-driven inference, a second-generation KBS redesign tool called KOPeR is developed to automate three key intellectual activities required for process redesign—process measurement, pathology diagnosis, and transformation matching. This KBS tool is used in the laboratory to redesign a commercial process from the reengineering literature and then employed in the field to redesign operational procurement processes in the context of an "industrial strength" reengineering project. The study finds that KOPeR-supported redesign enables new reengineering efficiencies in terms of direct automation effects and indirect knowledge effects. Results of this investigation highlight new opportunities available to the IS manager—such as improving the return on investment from BPR, enhancing the capability for knowledge management and organizational memory, and achieving competitive advantage through knowledge integration—opportunities that do not necessarily require KBS automation to seize. This investigation also lays a research cornerstone and foundation for development of process redesign theory and investigation of reengineering effectiveness.
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Redesigning Reengineering

As the 10-year mark approaches for business process reengineering (BPR)—based on seminal articles by Davenport and Short (1990) and Hammer (1990)—the phenomenon has lost much of the hyperbole and attention in the management press that surrounded its early years. Yet few would argue the opportunities for performance improvement have been exhausted, or the need for process redesign has diminished. Rather, the same kinds of hypercompetitive pressures (D'Aveni 1994), global operations, and intensive customer demands that existed in the early 1990s...
continue to represent compelling forces for change today, and one can argue such forces are even stronger today than when the decade began. Although many in the management press have proclaimed BPR is "dead" (e.g., Harari 1996), others in academics and industry describe a "second wave" of reengineering (Caron et al. 1994), in which BPR assumes a broader role in the enterprise, even redefining business scope (Venkatraman 1994).

Research cautions that "first generation reengineering has been and remains very difficult to perform and to succeed," and indicates the second generation of reengineering will be even more challenging than the first (Cypress 1994). Despite many redesign exemplars achieving dramatic, order of magnitude performance improvements (e.g., see Davenport 1993, Hammer and Champy 1993), reengineering has been blemished by sporadic success and pathological performance. The common "failure of many promising reengineering efforts" is noted (Davenport and Stoddard 1994), and research has found that roughly half of the redesign projects must be redone (Caron et al. 1994). Moreover, the second wave of BPR presents today's manager with new information technologies and capabilities (e.g., mobile intelligent agents, virtual organizations, electronic markets, etc.) to consider when redesigning organizational processes, and the ever closer integration of enterprises' supply-chain activities now has teams of customers, vendors, and suppliers working together on interorganizational process redesign.

Process redesign with advanced technologies across organizational boundaries can represent a more difficult management problem than even the most radical and aggressive reengineering projects within a single firm.

Research to date has addressed several important reengineering questions. For example, we now have the benefit of results such as "preconditions for success" (Bashein et al. 1994), "tactics for managing radical change" (Stoddard and Jarvenpaa 1995), revelations of "reengineering myths" (Davenport and Stoddard 1994), and greater insight into implementation problems (Clemons et al. 1995; Grover et al. 1995). But questions pertaining to reengineering efficiency are relatively unexplored. "Efficiency" is defined as cost-effectiveness—the relative investment required to achieve acceptable efficacy or return on a BPR project. Reengineering inefficiency is driven in part by cost and cycle time for the redesign phase of the BPR life cycle (Guha et al. 1994). For example, estimates of annual reengineering costs to industry reach $30 billion, including internal expenses for process redesign (Hammer and Stanton 1995), and BPR experience routinely involves redesign projects with million-dollar budgets, requiring a year or more to complete (see Burlton 1996). As has been noted,

"This timeframe is not consistent with the short-term cultures of American and Western businesses, and the consequent impatience of senior executives for measurable results. (Davenport 1995)"

Indeed, the high costs and long cycle times required for reengineering make the process of process redesign an attractive target for process redesign.

However, process redesign is a very knowledge-intensive endeavor, the kind that has proven difficult to redesign effectively (Davenport 1995). It requires deep, often distributed knowledge and specialized expertise—frequently provided by external BPR consultants—to perform the key intellectual activities required for effectiveness, and first-generation methods and tools are deemed inadequate for redesign today (Cypress 1994). Although CASE tools, process-diagramming applications, simulation packages, activity-based costing products, and similar information technology (IT) are routinely employed for redesign support, such tools do not address knowledge and expertise, hence they fail to automate and support key intellectual factors that drive redesign cost and cycle time.

The research described in this article is focused on using knowledge-based systems' (KBS) to redesign the process of process redesign. KBSs address deep, distributed knowledge and specialized expertise directly (Rich and Knight 1991) and they can augment first-generation tools to reduce reengineering...
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Building upon proven KBS implementations such as MYCIN, SOPHIE, and the Articulator for automated diagnostics, this article defines a number of reengineering metrics from the literature and shows how these diagnostics and metrics can be used to automate and support the key intellectual activities required for effective redesign. Specifically, it employs the technique of measurement-driven inference—in both the laboratory and an “industrial strength” reengineering field project—in conjunction with a second-generation redesign tool to demonstrate opportunities to effect the same kinds of order-of-magnitude performance improvements generally sought through BPR on BPR. The article highlights new opportunities available to the information systems (IS) manager and lays a research cornerstone and foundation for development of process redesign theory and investigation of reengineering effectiveness.

Measurement-Driven Inference

The term *measurement-driven inference* implies the use of metrics for automated reasoning. This section outlines a general redesign process as delineated in Figure 1 and describes how it is redesigned through measurement-driven inference and KBS support. To show how this second-generation approach addresses the redesign problems of deep knowledge and specialized expertise, it is employed in a pilot study to redesign a commercial reengineering case from the literature, using a proof-of-concept KBS called “KOPeR.” The KOPeR architecture is described in Appendix A to outline its technical basis and structure.

The sequence of process-redesign activities delineated in Figure 1 represents a blend of expert reengineering methodologies—particularly those of Andrews and Stalick (1994), Davenport (1993), Hammer and Champy (1993), Harrington (1991), and Johansson et al. (1993)—synthesized to compose an analytical method supporting measurement. The path through these steps is delineated as a spiral in the figure, which represents a common notation for evolutionary processes (see Boehm 1988 for a discussion pertaining to software engineering). Step one is to identify a target process for redesign. Next, a model is constructed to represent the baseline (i.e., “as is”) configuration of this process, and configuration measurements then drive the diagnosis of process pathologies. The diagnostic results are used in turn to match the appropriate redesign transformations available to “treat” pathologies that are detected. This sequence of analytical activities leads systematically to the generation of one or more redesign alternatives, which most experts argue should be tested through some mechanism (especially simulation) prior to selection of a preferred alternative for implementation. This baseline process is characteristic of first-generation redesign methods and tools, through which the three key intellectual activities—process measurement, pathology diagnosis, and transformation matching—are performed manually at present. These three redesign steps are specifically targeted for automation by KOPeR.

**Identify process for redesign**

Reengineering experts (such as Davenport 1993, p. 27) advise that “major processes” with “strategic relevance” should be targeted for redesign, and (according to Hammer and Champy 1993, p. 122) heuristics for process
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selection include factors such as "dysfunction," "importance" and "redesign feasibility." Although this redesign study does not address the process-identification step per se, KBSs are oriented toward processes that involve knowledge application and information flows (e.g., "office work"). This orientation imposes two requirements: (1) that the process is stable and (2) that the constituent work activities are understood well enough to support representation in terms of a process model. Thus, if a process is not repeatable (e.g., ad hoc or single-shot work activities) or participants are unable to describe how the process is performed in terms of its constituent tasks (e.g., creative work, scientific discovery), it is probably inappropriate for measurement-driven inference.

Develop process model

Development of a process model represents a standard reengineering practice recommended by experts (e.g., see Davenport 1993; Harrington 1991) and process modeling is well-supported by first-generation redesign tools. This research takes advantage of the fact that most process models developed in practice are now graphical and computer-based (see Curtis et al. 1992). A graphical process model represents the starting point for measurement-driven inference. Figure 2 illustrates an example process model used by KOPeR. This process involves four tasks (A, B, C, D) and three work objects (doc1, doc2, doc3). Each process task is represented by a node in the graph, which is linked by a directed edge to exactly one other task in a simple, linear process flow. Process attributes are shown below each activity node. For example, Task A has three attributes shown: (1) activity name ("Check"), (2) role of the assigned agent ("Check-agent"), and (3) IT resource used for support ("DBMS"). The same follows for the other three process activities.

Redesign Modeling Example

An example from the reengineering literature is introduced for the pilot study. The particular example delineated in Figure 2 represents a snippet of workflow activities adapted from the well-known credit financing process (described by Hammer and Champy 1993, pp. 36–39). Here the first task is associated with performing a credit check and is accomplished by a specialist (denoted by a specific role: Check-agent) supported by a database (DBMS). Similarly, another specialist agent (Price-agent) performs the pricing task using a decision support system (DSS), followed by a third specialist (Terms-agent) who composes the appropriate terms and conditions for financing using a word processor. A manager agent is included at the end of this example to review the financing package, and a feedback or quality loop is indicated to denote a path for rework. This notation also indicates that a separate document is created at each of the first three task nodes (e.g., doc1 is created at Task A; doc2 is created at Task B; etc.) and that all three documents flow to the end node at Task D. This pilot example continues throughout the section.

Measure process configuration

Process measurement, which must be performed manually at present, represents the first redesign activity targeted for KOPeR automation. To develop a set of process measures, this article draws from two classic diagnostic rule-based systems called SOPHIE (see Brown et al. 1982) and MYCIN (see Shortliffe 1976). SOPHIE uses system measurements to drive automated diagnosis of faults in electronic circuits, and MYCIN similarly employs blood-cell counts to diagnose bacterial infections in people. The deep knowledge and expert-level performance of these KBSs are similar to key

**Figure 2. Example Process Model**
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intellectual requirements for process redesign. Adapting techniques from SOPHIE and MYCIN development, available domain theory is examined to develop a set of empirical measures to drive problem diagnosis and reach beyond the theory-sparse reengineering domain (see Saharia et al. 1994). Process measures are drawn from fields such as Statics (e.g., measures including length, breadth, and depth), Artificial Intelligence (e.g., variables such as problem size, parallelism/decomposability, and feedback/cycles), Information Systems (e.g., uses of IT such as support, communication, and automation) and others (e.g., Coordination Theory, Organizational Behavior, Total Quality Management (TQM)). Notice these fields are independent from reengineering-specific methods and cases. Such independence is stressed as a knowledge engineering technique to increase the robustness of KOPeR. A detailed description of this measure-development process can be found in Nissen (1996).

It should be noted that this set of measures is not intended to be complete at this point in the exploratory investigation. Rather, the idea is to develop a relatively small, fundamental set and examine the use of such measures to drive redesign inference, particularly in terms of their heuristic value for diagnosing process pathologies. Nonetheless, the ability of a few, fundamental measures to support the development of a robust analytical capability is well known. In the physical sciences, for example, nearly all measurement in physics, engineering, and like disciplines can be traced to a set of just six fundamental measures—charge, temperature, mass, length, time, and angle (Krantz et al. 1971).

Automated measurement requires each process measure to be operationalized explicitly using the node, edge, and attribute constructs from above. For instance, process length is defined as the number of task nodes connected together in the longest path through the process model, process breadth is defined as the number of distinct paths through the representation, and so forth. Procedures for dealing with branch nodes, cycles, and multiple levels of decomposition are straightforward (e.g., count the longest OR branch for measuring process length; count the steps associated with a cycle once; etc.). Consistency of application represents a more important factor than selecting any one procedure over another (especially to support comparative process analysis). A set of example process measures is presented in Table 1 along with their corresponding graph-based definitions.

Table 1. Example Process Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Graph-Based Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Length</td>
<td>Number of nodes in longest path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Breadth</td>
<td>Number of distinct paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Depth</td>
<td>Number of process levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Size</td>
<td>Number of nodes in process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Feedback</td>
<td>Number of cycles in graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism</td>
<td>Process Size divided by Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Support</td>
<td>Number of IT-support attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Communication</td>
<td>Number of IT-communication attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT Automation</td>
<td>Number of IT-automation attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Roles</td>
<td>Number of unique agent role attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Handoffs</td>
<td>Number of interrole edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizations</td>
<td>Number of unique agent organization attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Chains</td>
<td>Number of unique activity Value Chain attributes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Redesign Measurement Example

The credit financing model from above is continued in Figure 3, this time with example process measurements based on definitions from the table. For instance, the process is seen as four steps long (i.e., length = 4), has one path through it (i.e., breadth = 1), and is represented at a single hierarchical level (i.e., depth = 1). Process size (4) accounts for the four activities, and the one feedback loop is counted (feedback = 1). Interestingly, the parallelism measurement (1.00 = 4/4) represents a theoretical minimum for this measure. Notice how this minimum parallelism (i.e., maximum linearity) reflects the serial layout and linear appearance of the process. The IT measurements are taken from corresponding IT attributes in the model (e.g., the DBMS, DSS, and word processor each count toward the IT-sup-

Diagnose process pathologies

Pathology diagnosis represents the second redesign activity targeted for KOPeR automation. To develop a measurement-driven diagnostic capability, a taxonomy of process pathologies to be used for classification of problems and shortcomings is introduced. This taxonomy formalizes some of the deep reengineering knowledge required for process redesign. The idea is to use process configuration measurements to detect and classify a variety of common process pathologies. The taxonomy is constructed from the BPR literature, as classes and instances of pathologies are synthesized from the various process problems and shortcomings noted in the expert reengineering methodologies from above (e.g., Andrews and Stalick 1994; Davenport 1993). The problematic conditions described in the many published redesign cases (e.g., Goldstein 1986; King and Konsynski 1990; Stoddard and Meadows 1992; Talebzadeh et al. 1995) are similarly used to organize and populate the taxonomy. As with the set of candidate process measures above, the present taxonomy is intended to be representative and extensible, not necessarily

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathology Class</th>
<th>Sample Instance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problematic process structure</td>
<td>Sequential process flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucratic organization</td>
<td>Job specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmented process flows</td>
<td>Process friction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT infrastructure</td>
<td>Manual process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Checking&quot; approach to quality</td>
<td>Review-intensive process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized authority</td>
<td>Long decision chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-utilized human potential</td>
<td>Training emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibitive leadership</td>
<td>Directive supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized information</td>
<td>Central database architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficient core competency</td>
<td>Low IT expertise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
complete. The class-level taxonomy of process pathologies is presented in Table 2 along with a sample instance from each of the 10 classes.

Many of the process measures from above can be used to detect pathologies set forth in this taxonomy. For example, the first listed class, "problematic process structure," refers to problems stemming from the layout of process workflows. The corresponding sample instance, "sequential process flows," is widely noted in the reengineering literature as problematic (e.g., Hammer and Champy 1993, p. 54), particularly with the associated implications in terms of cycle time for a process. Notice from above the parallelism measure can be used to detect this process pathology; that is, a (low) parallelism measurement quantifies the extent to which a process structure is laid out in terms of sequential workflows.

As another example, the bureaucratic organization is likewise widely noted in the reengineering (and quality) literature as problematic (e.g., Flood 1993; Hammer and Stanton 1995; Hoffherr et al. 1994). Bureaucratic problems are noted as being particularly severe in terms of maintaining a specialized workforce (i.e., "job specialization") and cycle-time delays associated with fragmented work handed-off from one functional organization to another (i.e., "process friction"). The organizational roles and process handoffs measures from above can be used to detect these respective process pathologies; that is, a (high) roles measurement quantifies the extent to which an organizational design reflects job specialization and a (high) handoffs measurement similarly signals fragmented process flows and the associated friction. As a third example, inadequate IT infrastructure is probably the most widely noted process pathology in the reengineering literature, as deficiencies in this area such as low IT support (i.e., "manual processes") and paper-based communications have implications that include cost, cycle time, quality, and many other performance objectives. Notice from above that the IT support and IT communication measures can be used to detect these process pathologies.

Despite the promising diagnostic potential seen in these three examples, however, not all pathologies correspond to measures that offer the same level of diagnostic capability. This is because the taxonomy and associated measures are developed independently and from separate sources of literature. As two cases in point, measures that offer such potential to detect the "training emphasis" and "directive supervision" pathologies listed in Table 2 have yet to be developed. This highlights a weakness of measurement-driven inference: not all heuristically valuable diagnostic concepts can be operationalized in terms of graph-based measures.

Redesign Diagnosis Example

Referring back to Figure 3, it was noted that the parallelism measurement (1.00) reflects the serial layout and linear appearance of the process and indicated that its unit value represents a theoretical minimum; that is, the graph-based measure is defined such that a process cannot have measured parallelism lower than unity. This implies that a process with unit parallelism is absolutely linear or sequential, by definition. Thus, KOPeR can infer a process measured with unit parallelism suffers from the pathology "sequential process flows," an instance of the class "problematic process structure." This example is representative of the measurement-driven diagnostic approach employed by KOPeR. Inference based on other measures and pathologies is performed in a like manner and can be accomplished by KOPeR through straightforward, rule-based reasoning. For example, using structured English for clarity, a simple IF-THEN rule can be written to classify this pathology directly.

IF parallelism = 1.00
THEN pathology = "sequential process flows"

A more interesting situation arises when the measured value for a dimension does not correspond exactly to an extremum, as would be the case with a parallelism value above this minimum (e.g., 2.00, 3.37, etc.). In such a situation, benchmarking or like information that is
specific to a particular domain, industry, or process family is required to calibrate the measurement gauge. For example, a measured parallelism value of 2.00 certainly indicates a process that is more parallel than the one diagrammed in the figure above, and it can even be said that such a process has twice the parallelism using a ratio scale (see Roberts 1979 for discussion, Nissen 1996a for proof). But for diagnostic purposes, whether this degree of parallelism is pathological or not needs to be known for the specific process being analyzed by KOPeR (i.e., credit financing in this case). This is where the domain-specific benchmarking information is employed. In the case of credit financing, for example, say best organizational performance in the industry corresponds to parallelism of 3.37. The rule from above can be extended to incorporate such benchmarking information.

\[
\text{IF parallelism < 3.37} \\
\text{AND process family = "credit financing"} \\
\text{THEN pathology = "sequential process flows"}
\]

Similar rules can be developed to extend the approach to other domains, industries, and process families, and this quantitative measurement scheme can be used to detect and interpret both “high” and “low” measured values for configuration variables (analogous to the “two-tailed test” in statistics). For example, the same rule set above can be augmented to detect too much parallelism, as well as too little, through the addition of a rule such as the following.

\[
\text{IF parallelism > 6} \\
\text{AND process family = "credit financing"} \\
\text{THEN pathology = "chaotic process flows"}
\]

Application of the other process measurements to classify pathologies follows a similar approach. It is important to re-emphasize that the graph-based measures are developed independently from the taxonomy of process pathologies. This represents a strength of the approach, in that the general set of measures should be relatively robust to the idiosyncrasies and differences associated with specific process instances and allow for extension and refinement of the taxonomy. However, it should also be emphasized that the measurements are used heuristically and are in no way guaranteed to be useful in terms of classifying pathologies. Use of heuristic problem solving highlights another limitation of the approach.

**Match redesign transformations**

Transformation matching represents the final redesign activity targeted for KOPeR automation. To develop a measurement-driven matching capability, a taxonomy of redesign transformations is introduced to be used for matching with pathologies. This taxonomy formalizes additional, deep reengineering knowledge required for process redesign. The idea is to use the measurement-driven, diagnostic information from the steps above to match appropriate transformations. This taxonomy is also constructed by drawing from the BPR literature, as classes and instances of redesign transformations are synthesized from the various enabling technologies, organizational changes, workflow modifications, and like interventions noted in the expert reengineering methodologies. Redesign transformations described in the many published BPR cases are similarly used to organize and populate the taxonomy. The class-level taxonomy of redesign transformations is presented in Table 3 along with a sample instance from each of the seven classes.

The first class of redesign transformations is labeled “workflow reconfiguration.” This class pertains to process changes that simply rearrange the layout of workflows; in other words, they affect the sequencing of process activities and flow of work, but not how or by whom the activities are performed. Process de-linearization—rearranging serial process activities to be performed more in parallel—represents one example of a transformation from this class. The addition of a “triage step” (see Hammer and Champy 1993, p. 55), for example, would also fall into this class. Similarly, a shared database system represents an instance from the IT transformation class, as are decision support systems, local area networks, and like information systems and their associated infrastructure. In fact,
Table 3. Taxonomy of Redesign Transformations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation Class</th>
<th>Sample Instance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workflow reconfiguration</td>
<td>Process de-linearization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>Shared database system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational design</td>
<td>Case manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resource</td>
<td>Team-based compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information availability</td>
<td>Informate agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-organizational alliance</td>
<td>Supplier-managed inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; culture</td>
<td>Employee stock ownership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

most of the IT-based enabling technologies cited throughout the reengineering literature (e.g., see Hammer and Champy 1993, pp. 92-99) would fall into this second class of transformations. Other transformations, such as organizational design changes associated with instituting a case manager position, follow the same class-instance structure of the taxonomy.

Redesign Matching Example

Referring again to the measures presented in Figure 3, it is noted that the unit parallelism measurement drives inference to diagnose the pathology “sequential process flows.” As above, a straightforward rule can be written to match this pathology with an appropriate transformation. The relevant diagnostic measurement is noted next to this rule for reference.

IF pathology = "sequential process flows"  
(parallelism = 1.00)  
THEN redesign transformation =  
"delinearization"

Other pathologies and recommended redesign transformations for the credit financing case follow from similar rules. It is interesting to note several of these latter transformations correspond to the redesign interventions actually recommended and employed in the case. For example, the “case manager” recommendation can be obtained directly from KOPeR.

IF pathology = "job specialization"  
(roles = 4)  
AND pathology = "process friction"

As another example, the “shared database system” recommendation in the case is independently considered by KOPeR, but the KBS “disagrees” with the BPR experts and consultants in the case (i.e., about the shared database approach). KOPeR suggests instead to link the three, separate IT-supported activities through e-mail. Had the IT-support measurement (3) been lower, KOPeR would have also recommended the database transformation implemented in the case.

IF pathology = "paper-based process"  
(IT communication = 0)  
AND pathology = "process friction"  
(handoffs = 3)  
THEN redesign transformation =  
"e-mail system"  
(IT support = 3)

It is important to re-emphasize the diagnostic measures are developed with complete independence from this or any other specific case. The deep reengineering knowledge formalized through taxonomies and specialized redesign expertise effected through rule-based reasoning enable KOPeR to perform key intellectual activities required to redesign this case, independently and autonomously. Thus, KOPeR should be expected to perform with comparable knowledge and expertise when redesigning any process involving similar kinds of knowledge and information work.
Generate, test, and select redesign alternatives

Regarding generation of alternatives, each redesign transformation from above is tantamount to a consultant-like recommendation for process change. Applying one or more of the redesign transformations matched by KOPeR produces the corresponding alternative (i.e., "to be") process models intended to improve process performance. For example, a redesign alternative generated by KOPeR for credit financing is shown in Figure 4 as the result of applying the "delinearize" transformation to tasks B and C (serially independent). It should be noted that cycle-time reducing transformation is not even mentioned in the case.

Simulation-based testing is useful to compare the relative performance associated with multiple, competing redesign alternatives—prior to implementation—and it represents a powerful analytical method that is particularly useful for evaluating alternatives that are either too expensive or time-consuming to test physically (Law and Kelton 1982). Simulation represents a well-established area of study, supported by an abundance of methods, tools, and experience. And when care is taken to validate simulation models against the performance of their physical counterparts in operational processes, the results can be quite dependable (see Bitault et al. 1997; van Mael 1993; van Mael et al. 1995). An even greater abundance of decision methods, tools, and experience is available to guide and support the selection of a preferred redesign from multiple alternatives, the final redesign step.

To summarize, through KOPeR, deep reengineering knowledge and specialized redesign expertise is captured and formalized, and a second-generation KBS tool to automate three time-consuming intellectual redesign activities—process measurement, pathology diagnosis and transformation matching—is developed. In this pilot project, it can be seen how KOPeR applies its knowledge and expertise to redesign a credit financing process and noted that KOPeR-generated recommendations match several of the redesign transformations actually employed in the case. KOPeR even recommends promising transformations (e.g., delinearizing sequential activities) not mentioned in the case. This KBS automation should contribute directly to reduce cost and cycle time for process redesign in the field, and hence increase redesign efficiency.

Redesign in the Field

This section summarizes the results of employing KOPeR in an "industrial strength" reengineering context to redesign the procurement processes performed at a large, multi-site military enterprise on the West Coast of the U.S.. This field example demonstrates the operational capability and performance of KOPeR and enables identification of a number of efficiency effects achieved through KBS-supported redesign. This section concentrates on high-level redesign results. Field study details are provided in Appendix B to describe the reengineering context and procurement processes in greater depth.

Redesign performance

This section begins by summarizing the performance of KOPeR-supported redesign in the field and focuses on justification and approval (J&A), a relatively small but complex procurement process that is insightful for discussion.
The J&A process is involved with all sole-source or "other than full and open competition" procurements in the government, is expressly required by regulation, and has been identified by senior procurement officials as particularly important and dysfunctional. The J&A process model is comprised of 31 activities. KOPeR's measurement-driven inference results in the generation of the eight redesign alternatives listed in Table 4, along with the matching pathologies shown for reference (see Appendix B for details such as process models, measurements, and diagnoses).

Each of the redesign alternatives is subsequently assessed by a team of process experts on the basis of feasibility, implementability, and perceived benefit, and two KOPeR-generated alternatives—a joint J&A review process and an automated contracts workflow system—are deemed by the experts to be "preferred" (i.e., superior). The team of process experts expresses satisfaction with the appropriateness, number, and diversity of redesign alternatives that are generated, and this group is unable to identify an additional, substantive alternative that they also deem to be feasible. Through a series of discussions and project reviews, the procurement experts and managers indicate that KOPeR demonstrates an "acceptable" level of effectiveness through its redesign recommendations, and its redesign analysis is deemed to be "quite complete" by the redesign team (Project Reviews 1995).

Simulation results (see Appendix B for a discussion of the validation and simulation procedures) for the two preferred J&A redesign alternatives are presented in Table 5. From the table entries, it is seen (coincidentally) that both KOPeR-generated redesigns produce a two-thirds reduction in simulated cycle time, which exceeds a performance-doubling threshold established for the field study. This threshold is intended to differentiate between "dramatic" performance improvements (i.e., as sought through BPR) and "incremental" gains (i.e., reflecting more of a TQM approach). Based on this threshold, the simulated cost improvements are negligible to modest, however. Nonetheless, the quantum cycle-time reductions are deemed by the procurement managers to represent "impressive" opportunities for performance improvement. The managers also indicate cycle-time reduction represents their most critical performance goal for this reengineering engagement.

Based in part on the recommendations from KOPeR and these simulated performance results, the managers select the contracts workflow system for implementation in the organization. Moreover, several other (manual, paper-based, high-friction) procurement processes investigated through this study turn out to suffer from the same pathologies. Thus,

**Table 4. Redesign Alternatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosed Pathology</th>
<th>Recommended Transformation</th>
<th>Redesign Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequential process flows + review-intensive process</td>
<td>Delinearize (approvals)</td>
<td>1. Concurrent reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential process flows + review-intensive process</td>
<td>Delinearize (approvals)</td>
<td>2. Joint reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual process + paper-based process + process friction</td>
<td>Shared database + e-mail</td>
<td>3. E-document infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual process + paper-based process + process friction +</td>
<td>Workflow management system</td>
<td>4. Contracts workflow system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labor-intensive process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job specialization + process friction</td>
<td>Case manager</td>
<td>5. J&amp;A case team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job specialization</td>
<td>Empowerment (3)</td>
<td>6-8. CS and KO job enlargement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bold** denotes "preferred" redesign alternative.
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it can be inferred that the workflow system transformation can leverage its performance gains across an entire class of processes. Indeed, such leverage extends even beyond the specific, military enterprise examined in this investigation. Since the time of the field investigation, this contracts workflow system transformation has subsequently been selected for defense-wide implementation at over 900 sites around the world, and a system provider is now under contract to adapt a commercial workflow product to support military procurement.

Redesign efficiency

The basis for comparison of KOPeR-supported redesign is relative efficiency with respect to the same, analytical redesign process performed without KBS support. The primary redesign efficiency effects resulting from this study are summarized in Table 6 and discussed in turn.

Automation Effects

As the name implies, automation effects accrue directly from the automation of manual tasks accomplished by KOPeR. They include the kinds of “automational” impacts (especially speed-up of work) generally expected from using IT to transform manual activities (see Davenport 1993, p. 51). Recall the general redesign process delineated in Figure 1 and the reports from the BPR practice of million-dollar budgets and redesign projects requiring a year or more to complete. KOPeR automates three of these activities—process measurement, pathology diagnosis, and transformation matching—each of which must be performed manually without KOPeR. This reduces cost and cycle time required for process redesign directly.

For example, using the proof-of-concept KOPeR implementation in this study, the redesign team requires roughly two hours to perform these three, intellectual activities for a particular process. For the purpose of comparison, cycle times for the same team to accomplish this analysis manually range from several days for a small process like the J&A to several weeks for a large process. Further, recall from Figure 1 the use of a spiral to delineate the evolutionary nature of the redesign process. Experience shows that management is rarely satisfied with the first redesign analysis completed by a team, and it is not unusual for these analytical steps to be repeated many times during the course of a redesign project. These KOPeR gains (i.e., two hours vs. days to weeks) apply to each iteration of the redesign process. Moreover, KOPeR uses as input exactly the same, graphical process

Table 5. Redesign Simulation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redesign Alternative</th>
<th>Cycle Time Reduction</th>
<th>Cost Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Reviews</td>
<td>67%*</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts Workflow System</td>
<td>67%*</td>
<td>nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Denotes performance-doubling.

Table 6. Redesign Efficiency Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automation Effects</th>
<th>Knowledge Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Speed-up manual redesign work</td>
<td>+ Analytical consistency &amp; completeness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- KOPeR maintenance</td>
<td>+ Formalization &amp; distribution of BPR knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Integrate knowledge from multiple BPR experts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
models that are generated for manual analysis, and its output recommendations provide the basis for the same simulated performance comparisons that are required to evaluate manually generated redesign alternatives. In other words, KOPeR-supported redesign requires no additional process activities and it automates three analytical steps that are known to be time consuming.

Also noted is a minor efficiency loss associated with the need to maintain KOPeR. As with most information systems, KOPeR requires periodic support to follow technological advances (e.g., computer hardware upgrades), port to different platforms (e.g., UNIX to Windows migration), and like maintenance activities, which are not required for a manual redesign process. Additionally, KOPeR's knowledge and expertise must be kept current, and each application to a new domain, industry, or process family requires a corresponding knowledge update. Likewise, KOPeR must keep up with advances in IT and redesign techniques to remain effective. And although it is not difficult to use the system, at least one person in the organization must be trained to redesign with the KOPeR tool. These factors cannot be quantified at present, but KOPeR maintenance negatively impacts redesign efficiency to some extent.

Nonetheless, from the KOPeR usage observations and estimates for the manual redesign process, the net efficiency gains derived from KOPeR-supported redesign reflect improvement of an order of magnitude or more for the three intellectual activities automated through KOPeR. When combined with the redesign activities unaffected by KOPeR use, the cost and cycle time required for KOPeR-supported process redesign are noticeably lower than the levels required to redesign manually. For example, KOPeR enables the redesign of three military procurement processes to be completed through this study in roughly four months. As noted, "Even the fastest [single] project involves roughly six months to assemble a team, decide what to do, and then create a new design" (Davenport 1995).

Knowledge Effects

Knowledge effects accrue indirectly through the support of redesign tasks provided by KOPeR. They include the kinds of "informational," "analytical," and "intellectual" impacts described by Davenport (pp. 51-54), who notes, for example, "information can be used not just to eliminate human labor from a process, but also to augment it." In this study, three noteworthy examples of this knowledge effect are identified: (1) analytical consistency and completeness, (2) formalization and distribution of reengineering knowledge, and (3) integration of knowledge from multiple experts.

"Analytical consistency" here means the reliability and traceability of "consultant" analyses and recommendations across various redesign instances, projects, or engagements. For example, management says it prefers consistent reasoning and analysis for the redesign of different processes—regardless whether conducted by the same or different individuals—and it demands consistency between successive redesigns of the same process at different times (e.g., successive redesign iterations). Because KOPeR employs a known and documented knowledgebase (e.g., rule set, taxonomies, measures), it follows the same, understandable and explainable reasoning steps regardless of the specific process being redesigned (e.g., small or large, simple or complex, etc.) and produces the same results when redesigning any particular process at different points in time. KOPeR recommendations are also independent of the specific individual who uses the tool, and the system does not suffer from inter-rater or interapplication bias the way a person or group can. "Analytical completeness" means the ability to include all appropriate redesigns in a set of generated alternatives. Again, measurement-driven inference follows a known set of rules and inferential mechanics, so KOPeR is complete in its generation of redesign alternatives, up to the level of its formal knowledge; that is, if KOPeR "knows" that a particular redesign alternative offers potential as an appropriate transformation (i.e., resident in the knowledgebase), then it is guaranteed to "remember" (i.e., match) that alternative.
In the operational redesign context, it is possible to observe how analytical consistency and completeness improve efficiency through a reduction in managerial oversight required for the redesign engagement. For example, it is found that once the procurement managers learn to understand KOPeR's measurement-driven inference and gain a degree of confidence in its reliability, predictability, and completeness, they reduce the number of time-consuming status briefings, reviews, and like meetings (pejoratively referred to as "dog and pony shows" by the redesign participants) required for subsequent redesigns. This result is despite the fact that processes redesigned subsequent to the J&A are substantially larger and more complex. Although this managerial "comfort level" would be expected to increase during the course of any multi-process redesign engagement, the managers describe an "additional degree of confidence" associated with KOPeR use.

The "formalization and distribution of knowledge" means the ability to capture and formalize expert-level knowledge and make it available to augment the redesign performance of non-experts in the organization. The efficiency effect follows from the ability to employ less-experienced people (presumably at lower salary/fee levels) to redesign processes internally, to reduce the need for external BPR consulting services, and to support multiple redesign projects simultaneously, even at remote locations. In the case of the military sponsor of this study, its list of personnel does not include a reengineering expert and it cannot afford to hire one. Neither can it afford the services of an external BPR consultant. Yet the command recognizes the need to redesign several important processes and anticipates process redesign as an enduring enterprise requirement. The managers indicate they do not want to hire BPR experts and train them to understand procurement. Rather, they expect some of their best procurement professionals to participate in redesign projects, in addition to their normal duties. KOPeR enables these procurement professionals to analyze and redesign multiple operational processes, without the need for external consulting services, and to do so across several geographically dispersed sites with effective redesign performance.

Finally, the impact of knowledge integration from multiple experts can also play an important role in terms of redesign efficiency. Using an instance of a more mature application from the chess domain for comparison, the fact that a KBS called Deep Blue recently beat the world chess champion provides evidence that the performance of a machine endowed with knowledge from multiple experts can exceed that of even the best expert individually. This evidence is even stronger when one considers that the world chess champion did not participate on the team that implemented Deep Blue, and that none of the people who did participate possessed the skill to beat the champion individually. In this present research, recall that the reengineering publications of multiple experts were integrated and used to formalize redesign knowledge, and this integrated knowledge was employed to endow KOPeR with the ability to automate key intellectual activities required for process redesign. At the time of this writing, KOPeR certainly possesses greater reengineering knowledge and expertise than any of the procurement professionals who are involved with the redesigns, and for the military command investigated in this study, the second-generation redesign tool suffices in lieu of external BPR consulting services. Compounding the automation and knowledge effects from above, this increases reengineering efficiency even further.

Management and Research Opportunities

BPR is far from "dead." Rather, a "second wave" of reengineering is being observed that promises to be broader in scope and more challenging than BPR experience to date, and the phenomenon is changing already. Largely gone, for example, is the reckless, somewhat frenzied pursuit of "radical change" (see especially Hammer 1990) and the "Greenfield approach" (see Kettinger et al. 1995 for characterization), which neglects analysis of a
process baseline before reengineering. Instead, a more sober, methodical approach predicated upon baseline analysis to support systematic process redesign is now observed. But process redesign, a costly and time-consuming driver of reengineering inefficiency, is itself a process that requires deep reengineering knowledge and specialized expertise. Such knowledge and expertise are not addressed by extant, first-generation redesign tools, so these intellectual activities must be performed manually at present, or provided through expensive BPR consulting services. Knowledge-based systems address the requirements for knowledge and expertise directly.

This study employed the methods and tools of reengineering recursively, to redesign process redesign. Using measurement-driven inference, a second-generation KBS tool called KOPeR is developed to automate three key intellectual activities required for process redesign—process measurement, pathology diagnosis, and transformation matching. One finding is that KOPeR-supported redesign enables new reengineering efficiencies in terms of direct, automation effects and indirect, knowledge effects. The results of this investigation highlight new opportunities available to the IS manager, opportunities that do not necessarily require KBS automation to seize. Three such opportunities are explored in terms of actionable managerial recommendations, and two promising topics are explored in terms of future research.

Re-examine the process of process redesign in your organization

The redesign efficiencies noted above are not limited to the military-procurement context of this study. Process redesign is similar to other important knowledge-work processes in that it suffers from serious pathologies such as low IT automation. By refocusing the methods and tools of redesign—even first-generation—to analyze and transform the process of redesign itself, efficiencies in terms of decreased cost and cycle time may be realizable in any organization’s reengineering projects. If reengineering is here to stay, and it promises to be even more challenging in the future, an efficient redesign process may make the difference between good return on investment from BPR or continuing the tradition of sporadic success and pathological performance.

Capture reengineering knowledge and expertise in your enterprise

For many enterprises, knowledge capital is as critical as financing or plant and equipment. A KBS is not required to capture and formalize knowledge. For example, even though the knowledge taxonomies and diagnostic measures are developed in this study for automated problem solving by KOPeR, there is no reason why a person cannot apply this formalized knowledge to redesign a process manually. Indeed, this article explains the redesign of a credit financing process step by step, in a manner that supports analysis by hand as well as automated inference. The formalization of reengineering knowledge and expertise even if effected through non-automated means such as a searchable intranet—presents opportunities to augment the ability of less-experienced personnel, reduce the need for external BPR consulting expenses, and support multiple, geographically dispersed projects simultaneously. These benefits can accrue in addition to enhancing an enterprise’s capability for knowledge management and organizational memory, both of which appear critical in the information-based organization of today (see Drucker 1988).

Integrate enterprise knowledge from other domains

The knowledge effects identified through this investigation need not be limited to the reengineering domain. Any intellectual activities involving knowledge application and information flows offer potential for enhancement through the same kind of knowledge integration achieved in this study. Logical candidates
include processes such as software management, new-product development, market analysis, consulting, and similar knowledge-intensive activities, for which experience exists and experts are able to articulate the problem-solving tactics associated with their work. In addition to the benefits above, recall from the Deep Blue example that integrated knowledge from multiple experts can enable performance levels that exceed any of the experts’ capabilities individually. As intellectual capital and knowledge creation play increasingly important roles in tomorrow’s economy (see Forbes 1997), the ability to employ integrated knowledge in the core competencies of an enterprise may provide an unprecedented basis for competitive advantage.

**Investigate reengineering effectiveness**

The line of research begun with this article need not be limited to investigating reengineering efficiency. Several aspects of the knowledge-based approach to process redesign—whether automated or performed manually—also offer promise to enhance BPR effectiveness, particularly through the knowledge effects discussed above. For example, in addition to the cost and time savings noted, one can argue knowledge effects such as analytical consistency and completeness also improve the quality of process redesign, and the effect of formalizing and distributing knowledge through an enterprise may increase the reengineering performance level as well. Moreover, the potential associated with knowledge integration has clear implications in terms of reengineering efficacy. The IS literature is silent on these efficacy questions at present.

**Develop process redesign theory**

Through this research, a new knowledge in terms of process redesign is developed. For example, the KOPeR taxonomies capture chunks of reengineering knowledge from disparate sources and organize them in terms of a hierarchical scheme that supports classification. The graph-based measurement approach operationalizes a number of important reengineering concepts in a manner that enables novel, empirical description and quantitative analysis. Moreover, the rules developed for KOPeR expressly formalize the redesign expertise required to diagnose process pathologies and match appropriate transformations for performance improvement. This reengineering knowledge provides conceptual and analytical linkages between an empirically measurable process configuration and the enabling technologies or other transformations able to dramatically improve performance. These linkages can provide a conceptual grist for development of process redesign theory. Such theory would augment current, descriptive capabilities (e.g., to describe diverse enterprise processes and redesign transformations) with new power to explain why certain BPR projects succeed where similar ones fail and predict which transformations are likely to produce the best return on investment in BPR. Capabilities such as explanation and prediction represent fundamental objectives of theory building (Bacharach 1989) and do not exist today in the reengineering domain. One objective of this research was to lay a cornerstone for development of such theory.

**Endnotes**

1. The preference here is to use the more general term knowledge-based systems to acknowledge that performance of an intelligent system need not be at the level of an “expert” in order for the application to be effective.
2. KOPeR (pronounced “cope-er”) is short for Knowledge-based Organizational Process Redesign.
3. Processes investigated through this field research range in size from 31 to 842 modeled activities. Manual cycle times are estimated by the redesign team.
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Appendix A

KOPeR Architecture

In this appendix, a high-level overview of the KOPeR architecture is provided. KOPeR builds heavily upon a KBS called the Articulator, which is discussed first to provide necessary background to the KOPeR overview.

Articulator Architecture

The Articulator is an implemented KBS that automatically diagnoses generic process breakdowns and generates strategies for their repair (Mi 1992). It employs the ontology developed through the Web of
Computing Model (Kling and Scacchi 1982) for process representation and analyzes a modeled process structure (i.e., configuration) to support automated reasoning about breakdowns and repairs (Mi and Scacchi 1993). KOPeR follows development of the Articulator through its taxonomic approach to knowledge representation and rule-based problem-solving method. The Articulator also provides the KBS architecture from which KOPeR is designed.

The high-level Articulator architecture is diagrammed in Figure A1 to show the orientation of four modules that are relevant to our purposes: (1) process models, (2) inference engine, (3) rules/taxonomies, and (4) utilities. The first module contains a repository of computer-based models used to represent the various processes to be analyzed (e.g., from the domains of software engineering, finance, and accounting). These are predicated on the process ontology from above and they supply the information or “facts” pertaining to a process structure that are used to support automated reasoning. The inference engine performs several methods of reasoning (e.g., forward and backward chaining), which are driven by rules for both the general diagnosis (i.e., classification) of process breakdowns and the general repair (i.e., matching articulation strategies) of processes. A number of bridge interfaces (e.g., to support graphical process modeling), LISP functions (e.g., graph-based counting routines), and utility rules (e.g., semantic process verification) are included in the Articulator. The entire system operates within a “KC” environment (labeled for the KnowledgeCraft product used for its development). The interested reader can consult Mi (1992) and Mi and Scacchi (1995) for the many details.

Inference in the Articulator is supported by the integration of two primary elements of knowledge: (1) taxonomies of process breakdowns and repairs and (2) production rules for matching classes of breakdowns with general repair strategies. The two knowledge taxonomies—one for process breakdowns, another for repairs—are each organized into class-subclass hierarchies. The idea of the first taxonomy is to organize (into a hierarchical class structure) most of the known manners in which processes can break down and to use this hierarchy to support automatic classification of breakdown instances that occur. Similarly, the second taxonomy provides a hierarchical structure that organizes most of the known repair strategies useful for correcting process breakdowns. The knowledge required to identify and organize these “known” breakdowns and repairs derives from the literature review and analysis accomplished in this prior work. The production rules formalize knowledge about the relationships between breakdowns and repairs and are integrated with the taxonomic knowledge to perform class-level or heuristic problem solving (see Jackson 1990). The integration of twin taxonomies with rules supports automated reasoning about a wide variety of process breakdowns (Mi 1992 provides clear examples).
KOPeR Architecture

KOPeR is a proof-of-concept KBS designed to perform measurement-driven inference. Building on the Articulator implementation, the KOPeR design integrates one taxonomy of process pathologies with another taxonomy of redesign transformations. Both taxonomies are organized into classes and sub-classes of problems/transformations to support classification and matching. Like the Articulator and other KBS exemplars discussed above, inference in KOPeR is predicated on production rules. Such rules are used in conjunction with knowledge taxonomies and diagnostic measures developed in this article. Specifically, rules are used to interpret empirical measurements, diagnose process pathologies, and match such diagnoses with appropriate redesign transformations. The high-level KOPeR architecture is presented in Figure A2. Based on the Articulator foundation, the initial implementation runs on a UNIX workstation and is accessible across an open network. As such, process models can be developed and analyzed remotely, from any personal computer or workstation with network access and compatibility. KOPeR is being reimplemented in G2 and extended to provide a web interface for process redesign.

Figure A2. KOPeR Architecture

The reader can readily observe the same four Articulator modules from above—process models, inference engine, rules/taxonomies, and utilities—in Figure A2. The KBS extensions effected through KOPeR are emphasized by italic print in the figure and separated by dotted lines. For example, to the existing set of process models (i.e., software, finance, accounting), the present research adds a set developed from the procurement domain. The J&A process examined in this study represents one instance from this procurement set. To the Articulator’s twin taxonomies and rules for general process articulation, KOPeR adds taxonomies of process pathologies and redesign transformations that are specific to the reengineering domain, as well as production rules for classification and matching, extracted from the reengineering literature. This combination of taxonomic and rule-based knowledge is brought to bear on problem solving through two new utilities, one for diagnostic measurement and another for matching (i.e., recommending) redesign transformations. This present KOPeR work does not address the Articulator’s existing utilities or inference engine at all, although it takes great advantage of this KBS infrastructure.

A new box is also included in Figure A2 to depict the relationship of commercial simulation software (WITNESS in this case) used to support KOPeR and measurement-driven inference. The interface is shown between the simulation package and the process models in the diagram. With this initial implementation, however, the interface is completely manual; that is, the capability to automatically generate simulation models from KOPeR/Articulator does not exist in the initial proof-of-concept KBS. This represents one limitation of the initial implementation and a reason for selecting reimplemention in G2.
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(i.e., the seamless integration of its KBS development environment with a simulation engine). The interested reader can drill-down through the references for detailed information pertaining to the Articulator (see especially Mi 1992; Mi and Scacchi 1993; 1995) and KOPeR (see especially Nissen 1996, 1997).

Appendix B
Field Study Details

This appendix details the “industrial strength” example of KOPeR employed to redesign the operational procurement processes of a major military command. The two sections that follow provide additional detail and discussion pertaining to the redesign activities performed through the field study. The J&A process redesign analysis is first described in greater depth and then the key redesign results are further elaborated.

J&A Process Redesign

The J&A process is involved with all sole-source or “other than full and open competition” procurements in the government, and is expressly required by regulation. Although not a large process, it is quite complex and has been identified by senior procurement officials as particularly important and dysfunctional. Recall that factors such as importance and dysfunction are noted as useful heuristics for identifying processes to be redesigned. A level-1 baseline process model for J&A is presented in Figure B1.

At this top level, the process is comprised of five tasks: (1) customer assistance, (2) J&A documentation, (3) contract specialist (CS) assignment, (4) approvals, and (5) J&A filing. Notice the process is entirely sequential, with each activity following a single predecessor in linear fashion. A feedback or quality loop is used to represent rework that results from disapproval of a J&A documentation package. Several familiar process attributes (e.g., agent, organization, IT tools) and values are listed below the “J&A doc” task in the figure, for instance. These attributes correspond to those discussed in the context of the credit financing case. The figure also includes some KOPeR extensions (e.g., inputs, outputs, communication) to the set discussed above. In this representation, the circle icons represent atomic
tasks that are not decomposable, and the square icons represent decomposable workflows that are comprised of lower-level subprocesses. Both the customer assistance and the approvals tasks are comprised of lower-level workflows in this manner. In fact, the approvals workflow has two hierarchical levels beneath it (for a total process depth of three levels; not shown).

Figure B2. J&A Level-2 Baseline Process Model–Approvals

Figure B2 depicts the level-2 baseline process model comprising the approvals workflow. Here the figure represents an annotated "screendump" from the Articulator. The Articulator is used by KOPeR as a platform for graphical process model representation. As can be seen from the level-2 approvals diagram, the workflow consists of four sequential J&A reviews. Briefly, the J&A documentation is first reviewed by an agent from the Legal Department, who may or may not approve it. If approved, the J&A package proceeds to the next review, whereas in the latter case it is returned for rework. After Legal approval, the J&A package is reviewed by the Contracting Officer (KO), who similarly may either approve it or remand it for rework, and so forth for competition advocates from the requiring activity (RACA) and procurement activity (PACA). The study noted that the review by one agent (e.g., the KO) is not dependent upon the results of the preceding review (e.g., Legal). A conditional branch in the workflow demarcates an additional process step required to obtain senior management approval of J&As above a certain dollar threshold.

Some of the more illustrative configuration measurements are summarized in Table B1 for the J&A process, along with the corresponding diagnoses. Note the "small" size does not represent a pathology per se. The process size (31), organizational roles (7), and parallelism (1.00) measurements are computed in the same manner described for the credit financing example, as are the familiar length (31), breadth (1), depth (3), and other parameters (not shown). The roles measurement (7) receives the same interpretation (i.e., narrowly defined job scope) as in the credit financing case. Alternatively, the three IT "fractions" differ somewhat from the corresponding IT "counts" analyzed in the credit financing case. Specifically, these fractional measurements are calculated by dividing process-size (31) into the counts for IT-based support (1), communication (0) and automation (0), respectively. Such scaling (e.g., dividing IT counts by process size) improves interprocess comparability and makes the measurement-driven method more robust to differences in process size. For instance, the same KOPeR rules that are used for diagnosing the J&A process (i.e., with size of 31) apply equally well to the Large Contracted Procurement (LCP; i.e., with over 800 modeled process tasks). Note the values for parallelism and these measured IT fractions are at or near their theoretical minima (extrema are denoted by asterisks in the table). This indicates the baseline J&A process configuration is not only sequential, but highly manual, paper-based, and labor-intensive as well. Likewise, the feedback fraction (0.35) highlights the review-intensive nature of the process, and the handoff fraction (0.58) similarly underscores the substantial process friction.
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Table B1. J&A Configuration Measurements and Diagnoses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Size</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Small process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational roles</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Job specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>Sequential process flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-Support fraction</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Manual process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-Communication fraction</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>Paper-based process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-Automation fraction</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>Labor-intensive process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback fraction</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Review-intensive process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handoffs fraction</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>Process friction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Denotes theoretical extremum for a measure.

The eight KOPeR-recommended redesign alternatives are summarized again in Table B2 for reference, along with the matching pathologies. Notice several of these pathology-transformation combinations correspond to similar measurement-driven inference discussed in the context of credit financing. For example, the pathology "sequential process flows" is matched with the delinearize redesign transformation. Notice in the present instance that the delinearization transformation is targeted explicitly toward the approvals workflow. This targeting results from the high feedback-fraction measurement, which helps KOPeR to focus on the approvals portion of the process.

The delinearization transformation is used in turn to generate two similar but distinct redesign alternatives: (1) concurrent reviews and (2) joint reviews. The first alternative involves asynchronous reviews conducted in parallel as opposed to serially (e.g., each reviewer receives an identical J&A documentation package from the CS), whereas the second alternative requires contemporaneous (i.e., joint) meetings by the participants to review the J&A documentation. Likewise, low IT support for a frictional, document-based process drives the same shared database transformation implemented in the credit financing example, this time in conjunction with electronic mail. The corresponding redesign alternative (number 3) is labeled "e-document infrastructure" to denote the non-paper-based nature of the proposed process change. The fourth redesign alternative, "contracts workflow system," is generated from a similar but more sophisticated transformation to automate "routine workflows" (see Georgakopoulos et al. 1995) associated with contracts work. This latter KOPeR recommendation is driven by the same pathologies noted above, with the addition of "labor-intensive process" (i.e., negligible IT automation).

Continuing down the table entries, the same case manager transformation (i.e., from the credit financing example) is found to be matched consistently with the job specialization and process friction pathologies. This redesign transformation is used to generate a "J&A case team" redesign, which envisions an integrated team (e.g., including the CS, KO, RACA, PACA, and Legal representative) working together through the entire J&A process. The job specialization pathology also matches with three empowerment transformations—two oriented toward expanding CS responsibilities and one that includes enlarging the KO job scope. Basically, these eight redesign alternatives result from the same application of diagnostic measures, knowledge taxonomies, and rule-based inference that are described in terms of the credit financing example, except they are applied here in the field to an operational J&A process from the military procurement domain. The redesign results are now further elaborated.
Table B2. Redesign Alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosed Pathology</th>
<th>Recommended Transformation</th>
<th>Redesign Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequential process flows + review-intensive process</td>
<td>Delinearize (approvals)</td>
<td>1. Concurrent reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential process flows + review-intensive process</td>
<td>Delinearize (approvals)</td>
<td>2. Joint reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual process + paper-based process + process friction</td>
<td>Shared database + e-mail</td>
<td>3. E-document infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual process + paper-based process + process friction + labor-intensive process</td>
<td>Workflow management system</td>
<td>4. Contracts workflow system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job specialization + process friction</td>
<td>Case manager</td>
<td>5. J&amp;A case team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job specialization</td>
<td>Empowerment (3)</td>
<td>6-8. CS and KO job enlargement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bold* denotes “preferred” redesign alternative.

**J&A Redesign Results**

It was noted that simulation is used to assess the relative performance of redesign alternatives. To help reduce the number of simulation models required for this field study, the support of process experts is enlisted to refine the set of redesign alternatives generated from KOPeR-recommended transformations. Combining their in-depth process knowledge with evaluation criteria such as process feasibility, implementability, and projected benefit, this team identifies a subset of the redesign alternatives from above as “preferred” (emphasized by bold print in Table B2). For example, the experts predict the joint reviews alternative (number 2) will produce greater benefit than its concurrent-reviews counterpart (number 1). They express a similar preference for the contracts workflow system (number 4) over its e-document counterpart (number 3). The experts also assess these first four redesign alternatives to be both feasible and implementable in the current organization.

In contrast, although the experts can foresee good potential for the case manager and empowerment alternatives (numbers 5 through 8), and they similarly view them as feasible transformations, their judgment is that the required organizational changes are not implementable at the present time. This use of process experts to augment KBS reasoning represents a powerful combination of human and machine inference. As a result of the expert analysis, only the two preferred redesign alternatives (i.e., the subset selected by the experts) are simulated for the field investigation. This approach is actually recommended by the process managers as a way to expedite the analysis, and it may represent a prudent use of analytical resources in other reengineering engagements as well.

For this analysis, the *simulated* cost and cycle time of each redesign alternative are compared with those of the J&A process baseline. The baseline J&A simulation model is first validated using recent performance data (e.g., process cost, cycle time, throughput), reviewed by process experts and subjected to other validation techniques. For example, construction of the simulation model itself is homomorphic (see Roberts 1979) to the baseline KOPeR process model; that is, each of the same agents, tasks, and resources used to represent the baseline J&A process diagrammed above is also used in the dynamic simulation model.

A commercial software package (WITNESS) is employed to simulate the performance of the J&A baseline and each “preferred” redesign alternative. In this study, activity-based cost and cycle time are used to measure process performance. Other measures such as throughput, rework, agent-utilization, and

*Bold* denotes “preferred” redesign alternative.
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the like are also informative, but cost and cycle time are the output measures of interest in this efficiency study. This is consistent with a similar emphasis on cost and cycle time found in the reengineering literature. To compare the relative performance of the redesign alternatives, each simulated process is run for the equivalent of one steady-state fiscal year; that is, the dynamic model is allowed to "warm up" and stabilize before simulated performance for the fiscal year is measured.

Simulation results for the J&A process are summarized again in Table B3 for reference. From the table entries, it can be seen that the joint-reviews transformation results in a 28% (simulated) cost improvement over the baseline, primarily due to a reduction in rework enabled by the joint-meeting format. More impressive, this redesign alternative results in a two-thirds reduction in cycle time for performance of the J&A process. The reduction in rework contributes in part to this result, but the decreased cycle time is driven primarily by concurrent review (i.e., parallel vs. sequential performance). The asterisks in the table are used to denote results that exceed the performance-doubling threshold established for the field study. This threshold is intended to differentiate between "dramatic" performance improvements (i.e., as sought through BPR) and "incremental" gains (i.e., reflecting more of a TQM approach).

Interestingly (and coincidentally), the contracts workflow system matches this two-thirds reduction in cycle time, but it produces negligible savings in terms of cost. The reduced friction associated with eliminating J&A paper handoffs (e.g., work sitting in in-boxes and out-boxes, awaiting assignment, pausing for review and approval, etc.) contributes toward this dramatic cycle-time improvement, as does the decreased transportation time between process activities. The absence of cost savings is attributable to the fact that the process tasks themselves remain fundamentally unchanged with the workflow system; that is, the J&A work itself remains the same, as only the interface and communication between activities are automated through the workflow management system. This effect has been colorfully referred to as "paving the cowpaths" in the reengineering literature (Hammer 1990).

It is also important to note these two redesign alternatives are generated independently; that is, KOPeR recommends each transformation be applied to redesign the J&A process individually, but it does not yet possess the inferential capability to recommend them in combination. Thus, a person can elect to combine these two (or any other) transformations and attempt to produce even more dramatic gains in performance. However, each such combination requires a separate simulation, for the individual results (especially cycle time) are unlikely to be additive.

Table B3. Redesign Simulation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Redesign Alternative</th>
<th>Cost Reduction</th>
<th>Cycle Time Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint Reviews</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>67%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts Workflow System</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>67%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Denotes performance doubling.